Our superior expertise and internal synergy make us
the definitive market leader in front-end consultancy and
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execution of subsea, onshore and offshore projects

• Dual expertise in consultancy and engineering
design offers total life-of-field solutions that
virtually eliminate misfires as a project moves
from phase-to-phase.
•
Front-end consultancy expertise is based on
nearly 25 years experience with super majors
and independent oil and gas operators.
• Genesis’ expertise encompasses onshore,
offshore and subsea experience.
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• Offshore and subsea engineering design is
managed by senior and principal engineers
with experience gleaned on milestone projects
in the Gulf of Mexico, the North Sea, the Caribbean, the Caspian Sea and off the shores of
Africa, Western Australia and Southeast Asia.

Genesis offers a full-service portfolio that begins with
conceptual field design, including phased engineering
to full field production, and extends through decommissioning and abandonment. Headquartered
in London, Genesis maintains 13 offices worldwide
with a multinational, multidisciplinary staff of more
than 1,500. In Houston, Genesis employs more than
480 people.

• The global network of 16 offices allows any
Genesis team to tap into the expertise of 1,500
veteran engineers any time for any project.
• Houston’s staff of more than 480 professionals
includes veterans of challenging projects, such
as Thunder Horse, Cascade/Chinook, Jack/St.
Malo and Marine Well Containment.
• Genesis is one company, one call, one contract
for total project lifecycle management.
• Genesis operates with Deeper Understanding.

Genesis has united over 1,500 world-leading engineers in a global enterprise.
Together, we have raised the bar in early-phase engineering consultancy,
full-lifecycle subsea engineering services, FEED and detailed design of
onshore and offshore projects. Using a deeper understanding of client
objectives, constraints, market, environment and aspirations, we enhance
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efficiency, productivity and sustainability.
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Genesis develops innovative and cutting-edge solutions for the upstream
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oil and gas industry, by leveraging on our core engineering, knowledge
and techno-economic skills.

deeper understanding
www.genesisoilandgas.com
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